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The first United Nations Chiefs of Defence Conference
in 2015. Results and experiences
ABSTRACT:

For today, the United Nations’ peacekeeping activities became one of the most effective tools
of the international community, which is operating to limit the burst of conflicts and restore
peace. But what is the measure of success? How can one determine that a United Nations
mission achieved its purpose? Not only the UN analyzed the factors and conditions of success,
but also many other researcher had interest in clarifying the terms of the success itself. In my
analysis, besides briefing the experience of the first United Nations Chiefs of Defence
Conference in 2015, I highlight significant security threats and problems of the 21st century
and present the United Nations operations’ success and failure factors. Nevertheless, my
purpose is to point out that promptly planned missions and quickly deployed United Nations
forces can significantly lower the level of intervention and the associated resource
requirements during the management of a region’s conflicts.
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Boda, Mihály

From Will to Act: the Structure of Carrying out Orders
ABSTRACT:

In my article I am focusing on a special aspect of military leadership which has earned little
attention. This phenomenon is the special reason for carrying out military orders that orders
give help for soldiers to answering their military reasons. In harmony with this claim I
examine the compound structure of the reasons of carrying out military orders, which has
three parts. These are: orders give help for soldiers to answering their military reasons; orders
are issued only by people having proper military rank and status; and the proper rank and status were earned on the base of the honour of their bearer, or in the absence of the proper rank
and status orders can be issued by people having military honour. These parts of the structure
of the reasons for carrying out orders can be considered separately only by way of theoretical
examination and in reality they constitute a unity.
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Nagy, László

The military science encyclopedia under preparation and
the present position of the military science in Hungary
ABSTRACT:

The Hungarian Association of Military Science was planning from the very beginning the
publication of an encyclopedia containing the terms of military science. The plan was realised
in 1995. Nowadays there is on the agenda the publication of a new military science
encyclopedia which is to be realised on the European Union’s application base. The study
deals with the details of the issues preparation works and it overviews – in connection with
the encyclopedia – the present position of the military science in Hungary.
KEY WORDS:
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SECURITY POLICY
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From co-operation to confrontation.
The NATO–Russia relations in light of the Warsaw Summit
ABSTRACT:

2016 and the Warsaw Summit did not bring anything new in the bilateral relations of NATO
and Russia, which have been frozen for the last few years. However, if we are reading the
Summit Communique we can find - explicitly or implicitly - Russia and NATO’s reaction on
the eastern threats in the paragraphs. By examining the relations between NATO and Russia
we cannot forget the fact that the security of Europe and the whole euro-atlantic area cannot
be separated from Russia. Moreover, the security challenges of the 21st century indeed make it
necessary to involve such a meaningful actor as Russia. Nonetheless, common actions or ad
hoc cooperation do not require or presume common political goals, similar values and
processes.
KEY WORDS:
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MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
Munk, Sándor

The apperance of information technology in the Hungarian People’s Army.
From the beginning until the establishment of the 12. separate department
of the General Staff of HPA
ABSTRACT:

The information technology starting from the punched card technology, nowadays has
reached all the organisations of the defence force, and entered the era of IT services available
for any authorized persons of the force. The history of IT service in the Hungarian Army is still
an unexplored territory in military science literature. This publication presents the
background, causes, and circumstances of the formation of the first high level „IT“ governing
organisation 50 years ago.
KEY WORDS:

history of the Hungarian People’s Army; history of the IT service in HPA; modernization of
military management; automation of command and control.
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